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First off let me thank you for downloading this free ebook! Please feel 

free to share it and read all of the free stuff I wrote in the website: 

http://aboutlifting.com . I wrote a lot of stuff right there to help you in 

your fitness goals and I have shared a lot of my experiences and 

principles – principles of course that I am sure will lead to more gains 

for YOU and have already worked for thousands around the world. 

 

The confusing age: 

 

The times right now are so confusing especially for men and women wanting to 

learn how to improve their physical fitness. Everywhere you look there are several 

references and outrageous claims.  

 

These claims often times disappoint as they do not deliver the results that they 

promised which result to many disappointed lifters who quit weight training 

altogether. 

 

The root of these however is the drive of marketers (and hustlers) to appeal to 

the people’s lack of work ethic with regards to fitness. Nowadays people seem to 

want all the “shortcuts” and go gaga over any banner that promises fast results 

with NO effort! 

 

Gone are the days when people would go to the gym ready for pain and are ready 

and conditioned to do the required hard work to achieve hard results. Now 

people seem to think that you cannot gain muscle without steroids and take a 

http://aboutlifting.com/
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look at the 360 degree turn of which people look at lifters and bodybuilders from 

the days of Frank Zane and Arnold to today. 

 

Now for those reasons I decided to publish this ebook that will provide you with 

easy “steps” and simple principles – most of these principles are so obvious but 

you would almost never hear fitness “gurus” discuss. And most of these steps will 

have you saying “is that it?” in awe and disbelief.  

 

But I can assure you that when you apply all of these, you can forget about all of 

those “thousand dollar” fixes that make you think that there is a shortcut to 

muscle building.  

 

Just one thing – remove all your expectations that this is gonna be an easy-peasy 

road; you are gonna bust your ass with hard work and there is no getting around 

that.  There are times that I go home from gym and just collapse at the door; 

there are also times when I puked in the gym and banged my head against the 

wall.  

 

In my book there is no such thing as buying muscle gains –NO! You need to EARN 

muscle gains! But our goal here is to work hard but smart.  

 

Now for you I have selected the simplest key principles that will result to the most 

NET muscle gains when applied. And these unbelievably simple principles will help 

you on your way to do just that and on top of that- unlike all those outrageous 

shortcuts – these principles and key points are delivered to you for FREE! Enjoy 

and TRAIN HARD!! 
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Muscle Key point 1: Forget Diet Fads; Just Eat the Real thing 

 

The greatest hindrance of people trying to follow a certain diet especially those 

who are doing so to lose weight is the confusion. These days it seems like 

nutrition has become so complicated and consequently very hard for most people 

(especially beginners who really need it) to follow. 

 

These days in nutrition people and companies who are trying to sell some 

“breakthroughs” have bombarded the public with lots and LOTS of fluffy horse 

crap they call principles of nutrition. 

 

Now people are confused and are way too “scientific” (or as they believe they 

are) in the way they select the best macros and micros to put into their bodies. 

Most popular and upcoming beliefs nowadays are way too much but if one who 

understands nutrition takes a look at them he would see that they are downright 

silly at worst and overrated at best. 

 

Examples of these “principles” include but are NOT limited to: 

 

“Oh, you must eat more complex carbs and avoid simple sugar” 
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 “Eat more soy – it’s good for you” IT’S NOT!! 

 

“Don’t eat past this amount of protein in a week, day, etc.” 

 

“Wear blindfolds when you eat” 

 

“Avoid Caffeine or if you are going to drink coffee, don’t put sugar” 

 

“Your insulin will go up when you eat this and that” and he doesn’t even know 

what INSULIN is! 

 

“Oh, don’t eat animal fats” but he promotes the more deadly canola and 

vegetable oil 

 

“If you eat lipids, they are going to become the fat in your belly” What? 

 

“Your cookies contain blah, blah, blah amount of calories” Doesn’t even know 

what a calorie is 

 

“If you eat fat and carbs together, your insulin will make you fat” Oh please!!  

 

To be honest I’d rather listen to my four year old daughter discuss politics than to 

listen to those silly crap above. What’s worse is that the “experts” who feed those 
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to people think that they actually make sense and at the same time, the people 

who buy those actually think that they are getting smarter and end up acting like 

nutrition experts dispensing those nonsense to friends and thus the stupidity 

spreads through word of mouth. 

 

So to somehow ease this stupidity let me give you ONE Principle. Just one thing 

that you will think about when you chose what to eat: 

 

Always Chose “REAL” Foods and Home-cooked meals 

 

Forget about over-analyzing if its “simple” or “complex” carb, if it’s low or high 

glycemic STOP!! To tell you the truth there are some complex carbs out there that 

have been artificially made and are actually harmful for the body just to set an 

example. 

 

Forget about thinking of all the complicated but silly stuff (lest you make Avril sing 

“Complicated” again and again) but just make sure that you are choosing mostly 

“real” foods over artificially made crap. 

 

Now here are some easy guidelines: 

 

-If it is packaged, it’s artificial, don’t chose that or at least try to eat less of that 

- If it’s meat, make sure that you see its bones and skin and all. If it is in “nuggets” 

form for example how can you trust that? 
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-“Fat-free” or “Sugar-free” means that you should stay away from them and you’d 

rather chose the regular version. Damn! I’d rather chose the regular Coca Cola 

than drink the “Zero-Calorie” bullshit or their Diet-coke which taste like crap 

anyways! This principle is especially applicable to choosing your milk; fat-free and 

skimmed milk is bullcrap and you rather chose the plain simple “whole milk”. 

Actually the best milk to drink would be the one that the farmers deliver in front 

of your house every morning you would usually get with the morning paper as 

they are fresh from the cow. 

-Go for home-cooked vs fast food 

-Water instead of packed juice and for juices it’s best to juice your veggies and 

fruits yourself 

-Brewed is better than “instant” coffee and “decaf” isn’t better than the 

ORIGINAL “caffeinated” version 

-Bottled water is full of crap; I’d prefer Brita-treated water instead. And please 

use glass instead of plastic for water storage. 

-Prefer toasted or baked over deep fried snacks 

-For deep frying, use animal oil and saturated oils or butter, and most preferably 

olive or VIRGIN COCONUT OIL. Don’t use those “vegetable” oils they will kill you! 

-obviously grass-fed beef is better than grain-fed beef. 

-Eat rice, potatoes, or yams instead of bread for main carb source  

-WHOLE eggs, with the yolk and all are better and will make you leaner and 

meaner than crappy egg-beaters . 

 

Alas, a very simple principle. And those are just some of the most basic guidelines 

for scrutinizing real vs artificial foods. And actually most would just fall under 

common sense. Off course along with that remember to drink at least a gallon of 

water a day and you’re on your way to superior muscle gain and fat loss.  
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Muscle Key point 2: Minimize the Use of Machines – Focus on Real Weights (Free 

weights) 

 

Nothing beats the real thing! Porn is lame compared to the real experience; real-

life human interactions are better than social media whoring; real foods beat 

artificial pseudo Mc meals all the time! And in the case of lifting weights: 

 

Free weights (REAL) are better than Machines (FAKE) in inducing strength, muscle 

growth or any adaptive response at all. 

 

So just when you thought that all weights are created equal, they’re NOT! Not 

because a certain machine offers resistance at a certain angle means that you are 

stimulating your body for the same level of adaptive response like that of the free 

weights. 

 

One thing – free weights stimulate the CNS (central nervous system) better and 

that means that your CNS will form more neural connections to the trained body 

part which means more growth and strength gains! 

 

The CNs is more involved in free weight moves since it must see to it that you are 

keeping the weights balanced as you move it along a certain plane. In other words 

your nervous system is more involved since there is a risk of injuring yourself if 

you make a mistake, unlike with machines that only offers resistance on a fixed 

plane of motion. 
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As a rule: moves that involve moving your OWN body along a plane induces the 

greatest neural (CNS) involvement (squats, deadlifts, chins, pushups, dips, etc). 

Second to that would be free weight dumbbell and barbell moves like presses 

wherein you move the weight instead. Last on the list or those that require the 

least CNS involvement would be exercises involving machines and cables. 

 

If you need more proof that free weight moves will give you more bang for your 

buck; recall our recent post on the research that proves that squats are better 

than leg press in stimulating testosterone production. 

Check that out here: 

http://aboutlifting.com/squats-deadlifts-and-ergo-free-weight-lifts-produce-

more-testosterone  

But that is not to say that machines don’t ever have a place in a lifter’s regimen. 

One must definitely include machines into his program especially if he has more 

than 6 months of training under his belt already – newbs must have NO business 

at all with machines or cables! For them newbs out there we have the modified 

Consolidation routine filled with nothing but the basics. 

 

I am so sick of going to the gyms seeing skinny, beginner iron-heads mindlessly 

pushing their way through sets of cable pressdowns, machine presses, pec decs, 

and other stuff like that when they should only be doing stuff that will actually 

bring them more progress like squats, dips, pushups, deadlifts, and chins. 

 

 

BTW if you are going to include machines into your regimen, make sure you don’t 

do it as you “main” lift for the bodypart. Machines are perfect when done by the 

end of the training session for their target muscle group since it’s the free weights 

http://aboutlifting.com/squats-deadlifts-and-ergo-free-weight-lifts-produce-more-testosterone
http://aboutlifting.com/squats-deadlifts-and-ergo-free-weight-lifts-produce-more-testosterone
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that require that you are still fresh because it’s lifting with free weights that 

require stabilizer muscles, not machines. 

 

In other words machines can be used to “fine tune” the target bodypart since 

anyways that is what machines are good for – isolating the target muscle; thus 

you can use machines to achieve that almighty “pump”. 
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Muscle Key point 3: Eat Animal Fats 

 

Look, I know that most of you guys who lift weights and exercise are “fitness” 

enthusiasts and “health” buffs. Unfortunately these same people mostly tend to 

buy into societal fads about diet, trends on the latest food advice etc. and often 

without doing research beyond watching the ad on TV or on the news. 

 

Bad news is that society doesn’t always want what’s good for you. Actually who 

wants you to be healthy? Who the hell is gonna buy all those prescription drugs 

forgodsakes! 

 

And sadly one of those so called fads is that consuming animal fat is SO dangerous 

to your health and fitness. Now what we don’t know is that ever since this fad 

became popular, morbidity and mortality rates rose tremendously. Well perhaps 

that was just a coincidence? Perhaps? 

 

Eat less saturated fat: that has been the take-home message from the U.S. 

government for the past 30 years. But while Americans have dutifully reduced the 

percentage of daily calories from saturated fat since 1970, the obesity rate during 

that time has more than doubled, diabetes has tripled, and heart disease is still 

the country’s biggest killer. Now a spate of new research, including a meta-

analysis of nearly two dozen studies, suggests a reason why: investigators may 

have picked the wrong culprit. Processed carbohydrates, which many Americans 

eat today in place of fat, may increase the risk of obesity, diabetes and heart 
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disease more than fat does—a finding that has serious implications for new 

dietary guidelines expected this year. 

 

 

And haven’t you noticed that we we’re healthier back in those days when we 

embrace steaks, eggs, and pork? And Have you seen how people from Europe and 

some parts of Asia devour all those BAD, BAD animal fats yet they have 

dramatically lower morbidity and obessity rates? And here’s one study you won’t 

believe: 

Am J Clin Nutr March 2010 vol. 91 no. 3 497-499 

 

Meta-analysis of prospective cohort studies evaluating the association of 

saturated fat with cardiovascular disease 

Conclusions: A meta-analysis of prospective epidemiologic studies showed that 

there is no significant evidence for concluding that dietary saturated fat is 

associated with an increased risk of CHD or CVD. More data are needed to 

elucidate whether CVD risks are likely to be influenced by the specific nutrients 

used to replace saturated fat. 

 

Animal fat consumption is imperative for anyone who lifts weights and expects 

results. For one your body cannot produce testosterone without cholesterol and 

it is where your muscles get most of its supply of energy to fuel the recuperative 

process after every brutal workout. So if vanity is keeping you from consuming 

saturated animal fats fearing that “it will kill you” then it must suck to be you.  
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I mentioned before that your workouts are like digging a hole in the ground and 

after that you need to fill it up with EXTRA dirt on top. Cholesterol is important 

because it basically is the “dirt” that your body uses to fill the hole up. 

 

So basically not consuming fats is a surefire way to not make any progress at all 

instead you would just continue to regress every training session. AND it will not 

help you lose fat either! 

So go ahead and don’t shy out of eating your bacons, kebabs, egg yolks, chicken 

skins, avocados, walnuts, virgin coconut oil and butter! For frying butter or virgin 

coconut oil are actually better options than your regular synthetic omega6 ridden 

vegetable oils. Also you must get at least a gram of fish oil on a daily basis. 

You must limit you consumption of simple sugars and bread – for carbs you must 

instead eat rice, rice and lots of rice!  

 

See, Shawn Ray loves rice too! 

 

 

http://aboutlifting.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/shawn-ray-eats-rice.jpg
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And try to stay away from these oils – these are the type of fats that society 

exposes you to but unfortunately these “vegetable” oils actually pose more 

danger to the human body because of their high Omega 6 content which thumps 

your Omega 3 to Omega 6 ratio causing chronic inflammatory diseases: 

 

•Sunflower oil 

•Cottonseed oil 

•Soybean oil 

•Sesame oil 

•Canola oil 

Although it could be next to impossible to avoid these in these modern times 

unless you never buy packaged stuff anymore, taking effort to consume only 

“real” foods and “real” fats whenever you can will surely make a good difference. 

But the point here is this: No fat; No gain! So eat your eggs, people AND eat them 

with their yolks – if not donate them to me instead. 
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Muscle Key point 4: Don’t make your Sets Easier – Make Them HARDER 

 

Hard is good! Hard is great! Many women will love you if you’re HARD! HARDER is 

SEXIER! I mean your SETS! Doing harder sets will make a man look like a man and 

will make his progress in the gym faster thus makes his life easier. 

 

If there is one mistake I can see all those gym goers making no progress at all 

collectively make it’s that they make their sets easier. 

 

They ALWAYS use bad form and cheat incorrectly – see this post to learn the 

proper way of “cheating”. And if you have noticed; my way of CHEATING would 

actually have you working HARDER. 

 

Exerp: 

Instead of normally curling the weight use your hips and jerk the weight up then 

lower the weight really slow (for 3-4 seconds). That’s how you do it. Do this for at 

least 6-12 reps for 3-4 sets. 

 

http://aboutlifting.com/grow-your-biceps-with-cheating-bicep-curls/
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They do their sets only half way – that is from HALF of the move to the TOP of the 

move. It would actually make more sense to do partial reps from the STRETCHED 

(bottom) position to only HALFWAY – that is actually HARDER especially if applied 

to pressing movements such as bench presses since the upper half of pressing 

movements involve more triceps than delts or chest anyways. And when you 

squat you must go ASS TO THE GRASS and that is the only way it’s going to work.  

They do forced reps with a partner but they make their partner do ALL the work – 

making the set a whole lot easier and USELESS at the same time. We all know that 

your partner must only spot you once you’ve reached full positive failure or when 

you can no longer get the weight up anymore therefore forcing in 2 or 5 reps 

more. 

 

All of that just to be able to carry more weight. In the end they all do that only in 

order to be able hoist as much weight as possible mindlessly, making things easier 

so that they would appear stronger. 

 

What they don’t realize is that to be able to grow some muscles they need to 

stimulate them properly and put them under reasonable tension for a reasonable 

amount of time (see Time Under Tension: http://aboutlifting.com/the-science-

behind-time-under-tension-and-muscle-failure-for-muscular-hypertrophy ) 

 

Of course there is also a caveat:  there are some people who would intentionally 

use small weights but most of them would not really complain about not getting 

bigger or not making progress since they are most likely just fooling around the 

gym in the first place. 

 

http://aboutlifting.com/the-science-behind-time-under-tension-and-muscle-failure-for-muscular-hypertrophy
http://aboutlifting.com/the-science-behind-time-under-tension-and-muscle-failure-for-muscular-hypertrophy
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So the moral lesson for today is that instead of making your sets and reps easier – 

you must make them HARDER instead. I am not blaming the new guys since it is 

understandable that they still don’t know that fact. 

 

I was also like that before with the squats where I tend to only go halfway down 

which made me accommodate more plates but did very little for my legs. Now I 

only play around carrying my own bodyweight (or a little bit more) using perfect 

form with squats and front squats while going down deep and using perfect form 

and going past failure. 

 

How to make things harder: 

 

1) Slowly lower the weight – for around 3-4 seconds. You can play with how many 

seconds you do the negatives from time to time but never ever just drop the 

weight especially with the bench press. Eliminating the negative portion of the 

reps is tantamount to eliminating muscle gains. 

2) Do the full range of motion of your exercises – and if you will be doing partials 

make sure that you do them from the stretched position to halfway of the move; 

NOT from halfway to full contraction. You will find that doing that is even harder 

than going to full range of motion on most lifts especially with pressing moves. 

3) Utilize High-Intensity techniques 

http://aboutlifting.com/category/lifting-weights-high-intensity  

4) Focus on free weights NOT MACHINES – majority of your training regimen must 

revolve around free weights and the BIG MASS-BUILDING, consolidated moves  

(Squats, weighed pushups,  dips, chins, dead lifts) and free weight barbell and 

dumbbell moves which have high CNS involvement. Beginners must not have any 

http://aboutlifting.com/category/lifting-weights-high-intensity
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business with machines and cables at all for their first two or 4 months or until 

they make decent gains with their consolidated moves. 

(The consolidated program here: http://aboutlifting.com/mentzers-consolidation-

training-our-own-version ) 

 

And pretty much follow all of the advice I gave out at the beginning of this post 

(namely the one for “Cheating”, “Forced reps”, etc. which we discussed at the 

beginning of this post) 

 

Remember guys: You go to the gym, to work hard go balls to the wall then get 

paid HARD muscle mass as dividends. If you will not make your muscles work hard 

with your sets, you better off just going home and suck your mama’s (or your 

girlfriend’s, wife’s, etc! – that is if you HAVE one) teats!!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://aboutlifting.com/mentzers-consolidation-training-our-own-version
http://aboutlifting.com/mentzers-consolidation-training-our-own-version
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Muscle Key point 5: Conserve Energy 

 

For this last and certainly not the least key point we are going to discuss would be 

the simplest but the most important of all. 

 

There are just too many rules; so many guidelines; so many things a lifter needs to 

remember to be able to help him make consistent progress in the gym. This is 

especially true for bodybuilders or the guys who are training and struggling to 

gain muscle – for these guys lifestyle becomes even more important than the 

lifting itself. 

 

But I have a great revelation to all those bodybuilders or anyone who wish to get 

the most muscle gains in the shortest amount of time. I know that you are 

bombarded with tons and tons of input and lifestyle modification guides, stuff like 

the best time to eat you protein, the post workout window, carbohydrate cycling, 

best regimens to use, etc. 
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Let me tell you this: there is only one thing you actually need to remember and 

then you can put everything else to low priority: 

 

CONSERVE ENERGY 

 

And no, this is not some Earth Day Ad – this is not for the environment; this is not 

for the sake of the rainforests; this is not for the air that we breathe or for some 

fancy carbon footprints and stuff like that; this is not even for the poor African 

children nor for your children. This is for something more selfish, yet more 

interesting than all of those: 

 

THIS IS FOR YOUR MUSCLES!! 

 

Yeah, that’s right! For your muscles baby! By the end of the day, the most 

important thing that you could do for your muscles is to conserve energy (of 

course along with consuming enough energy in the first place). 

 

But of course this only applies if you want to gain the most amount of muscle 

mass in the shortest amount of time. If you are just some Nancy boy lifter who 

isn’t really serious about hardcore muscle gains, go ahead do any sh¡t that you 

want and waste your precious energy for all I care. 

 

You see, for serious iron enthusiasts, it is very very important to conserve your 

energy. First off to make sure that your body would have enough left for muscle 

repairs after your brief grueling high intensity sessions. 
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And secondly to send your body the right signal that it is in the right environment 

to gain muscle. You know that your body hates gaining too much muscle that is 

why we have these pesky myostatins to put muscle growth at bay. The reason for 

that is because muscles are one of the most (if not the MOST) energy consuming 

tissues in our body. Your skeletal muscles are like calorie-voracious tenants in a 

house and the home owner always wants to kick them out because they always 

empty the fridge. 

 

Remember that you can compare your muscles to a Mafia organization: 

http://aboutlifting.com/your-muscles-as-a-mafia-organization  

 

That is to better understand why your body wants to limit the amount of muscles 

that you gain only to the amount that it can at any given moment. And because 

your body will always strive to be at the lowest energy state, so NOT conserving 

energy is a surefire way to sabotage your muscle gains. 

 

Anyways I am not telling you that you must limit each and every move that you 

make to the point that you have no life at all! Below I will describe some simple 

changes that you can do today to conserve energy for muscle growth: 

 

-Short and intense workouts: Try to do the most amount of work that you can do 

for the least amount of time. Like what I said in the past post, try to limit your 

training sessions and do only useful things within that said time frame when you 

are in the gym and you must do this for the sake of conserving and maximizing 

your energy and so that you can sooner go into the recuperative phase. 

 

http://aboutlifting.com/your-muscles-as-a-mafia-organization
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Here are some short and intense workouts – Short and intense sessions challenge 

the body thus signaling that it needs to “recruit” some neophyte muscle fibers 

(growth) but it also signals that it is not in an energy restricted environment or 

crisis that it needs to tone down its recruitment process. Long-winded sessions 

signal your body such especially if they begin to resemble those of an endurance 

athlete – that would be a disaster. 

 

-Sleep WHENEVER you have the chance: preferably you must have at least TEN 

hours of peaceful shuteye in a day. If you’re at work you might also want to spend 

your break time snoozing or taking a nap instead of going out for a smoke. At 

home you might want to take those “siestas” or afternoon naps. The Spanish take 

siestas after eating lunch which is great for a bodybuilder to follow especially if 

he’s bulking up. 

 

Those chances when you can get some rest could even be rare and might not 

present themselves in the future anymore especially if you’re working on 

something BIG. So better take some sleep when you have the chance. 

 

-Don’t run marathons: marathons would sabotage your testosterone production 

and not to mention will make your muscles adapt the wrong way. If you are not a 

bodybuilder or a weight lifter this is perfectly fine so unless you are preparing for 

a boxing match, steer clear from any type of endurance work. 

 

-Limit partying to a minimum: This is indeed a sacrifice but you must prioritize 

whether you really want to get drunk every other night or gain muscle? Once a 

week partying should be enough and consider practicing day game instead if you 

are studying pick up so would not be required to go to bars at night. 

 

http://aboutlifting.com/tag/30-minute-workout/
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-Be a homeboy: Yep, this sounds boring but the biggest gains I’ve ever 

experienced was when I was unable to go anywhere else but home and gym. Then 

at home I would just eat and sleep. So, if you’re really serious (and if possible); 

plan at least a week or two when you wouldn’t go anywhere but home and gym. 

 

-No videogames: if possible I would like you to avoid video games especially if you 

tend to get addicted to them. Lest you find yourself losing hours and hours of 

sleep and mental energy investing in something that is way outside of reality. You 

might even lose interest in lifting once you get addicted to games. And this is 

coming from real experience – I easily get addicted to games especially RPGs like 

GTA, Suikoden, Castlevania, Ragnarok, Pokemon, and many more. 

-Don’t get stressed: Your brain consumes more than half of your body’s energy 

reserves and during mental stress that number goes up BIG TIME. Of all these 

items in the list THIS item is what will make you conserve the MOST energy if 

followed. 

 

Here’s a guide on how to focus on the NOW to remove any stress that you 

experience: http://aboutlifting.com/put-your-mind-at-ease-and-increase-

recovery-thus-grow-more-muscles-and-get-stronger  

 

And off course remember to SMILE since frowning costs more calories that is 

another great way to save energy. 

 

 

http://aboutlifting.com/put-your-mind-at-ease-and-increase-recovery-thus-grow-more-muscles-and-get-stronger
http://aboutlifting.com/put-your-mind-at-ease-and-increase-recovery-thus-grow-more-muscles-and-get-stronger

